Professor Epameinondas Leontidis was elected Vice-President of the European Society for Colloid and Interface Science

The latest General Assembly (GA) of the European Colloid and Interface Science Society (ECIS) took place on 12/9/2019 in Leuven (Belgium). The yearly ECIS GA always takes place within the European Conference for Colloid and Interface Science. After being nominated by a number of ECIS members, Epameinondas Leontidis, Professor in the Department of Chemistry of the University of Cyprus was elected in the governing Board of ECIS for a period of six years (two years as Vice – President, two years as President and two years as Ex-President).

The governing board coordinates the yearly ECIS conferences, which usually attract 600-700 scientists from all over the world. It also coordinates the European Junior Colloid and Interface Science conference, which is biannual and accepts presentations by PhD students and postdoctoral fellows only. Finally, the governing board manages ECIS’ finances and bestows important awards in the area of Colloid and Interface Science.

Given the European dimension of ECIS, the participation of Prof. Epameinondas Leontidis in its governing board is of great importance both for the Department of Chemistry and the University of Cyprus.
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